Good Afternoon Nixon Parents,
I have a few updates to help us through the remainder of this month. First, let me share that our
new Pick-up and Drop off Driveway will be open for business this coming Monday. The gates will
be open at 8:30 and will be closed at 9:15. So here are the rules for us to follow. This is very
important.
-Traffic can only enter coming in the direction from 195th street down Horst Ave.
-Right Turn Only entering into the driveway. You cannot turn LEFT from Horst Ave into the
driveway.
-Cars dropping off students must pull into the far right lane (Drop Off Lane) along the sidewalk to
drop off their student(s). -After dropping off your student(s) cars immediately pull back out into the
left lane and drive out of the gate.
-Exiting traffic can only turn RIGHT on to Horst Ave. This routine is set up to create constant traffic
flow. See the picture attached.
-After school Pick-up: Pull in the parking lot and line up in the drop off zone. Please pull all the way
forward and around the driveway. Students will be dismissed to move to their pick up vehicle when
your vehicle is in the drop off zone and stopped. Again, there is no need to pull all the way up to the
gate. As soon as you stop we will send the children to your vehicle.
-Walkers can enter and exit the drive through by staying on the sidewalk. They enter the campus at
the gate on the far end of the driveway. Students exiting the campus can walk on the driveway’s side
walk and walk out the pedestrian gates.
--Notes: Drop Offs/Pick-ups--Please pull in to the drop off lane and as soon as your car stops
please load/unload the student(s). Do Not Wait until you reach the gate at the corner. We have a
full walk around sidewalk for our students to walk safely on. This helps keep traffic flowing and
speeds up drop off time. After drop off, pull back out into the left lane and exit the parking lot,
again only turning right.
We thank you in advance for your patience. As we introduce this new driveway and learn best
procedures please feel free to share your suggestions with us.

